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What do you think about the activities you did with Catrin and Elena?

School:  
Age: 10  
Year Group: 5  
Boy OR Girl: Girl

1) When you worked with us what kinds of maps did we make together? Circle as many as you think.
   a) journey map  b) story map  c) maps of political borders  d) SAT NAV maps for directions
   Any other map? ____________________________________________

2) What was the most exciting thing about the world map we drew together?

3) How many places and countries is your class connected to in the world? Circle one:
   a) 5  b) 10  c) 20  d) more than 30

4) If all the people of Swansea moved to live somewhere else would that new place be Swansea? Yes? No?

5) Did people 2000 years ago move around a lot? Circle one:  
   Yes  No

6) What was the most surprising thing you learned about archaeology or the ancient world 2000 years ago?

7) What will you do with the metal Tessera Hospitalis that you designed - when we give it back you?
   a) Keep it yourself  b) Give it to a friend  c) Put it somewhere safe to give to future family
   OR  d) something else? ______________________________________

8) Did you or your teacher try to find out more about the ancient world or maps after the workshop?

9) Was there anything from the activities that we did together, that you told your family or friends about?

10) How many drawings and paintings did you do during the classes with us? Circle one or more
    a) 1  b) 2  c) 3  d) 4  e) 5 or more  f) and more at home

11) What did you enjoy most about the postcards you made? Circle one or more
    a) being outside in the landscape to draw them  
b) trying a different sort of drawing  
c) that lots of people have seen them  
d) that they travelled hundreds of miles  
e) Other? ____________________________________________

12) How many colours of Blue are there? Circle one:
    a) 1  b) 5  c) 100  d) more than 1000

13) How many different ways are there to sing the same note? Circle one
    a) 1  b) 5  c) 100  d) more than 1000

14) From all the activities we did together what did you enjoy the most?
What do you think about the activities you did with Catrin and Elena?

School:  
Age:  
Year Group:  
Boy OR Girl:  

1) When you worked with us what kinds of maps did we make together? Circle as many as you think.
   a) journey map  b) story map  c) maps of political borders  d) SAT NAV maps for directions
   Any other map?  

2) What was the most exciting thing about the world map we drew together?  

3) How many places and countries is your class connected to in the world? Circle one:
   a) 5  b) 10  c) 20  d) more than 30  

4) If all the people of Swansea moved to live somewhere else would that new place be Swansea? Yes? No?  

5) Did people 2000 years ago move around a lot? Circle one:  
   a) Yes  b) No  

6) What was the most surprising thing you learned about archaeology or the ancient world 2000 years ago?  

7) What will you do with the metal Tesserae Hospitalis that you designed - when we give it back you?
   a) Keep it yourself  b) Give it to a friend  c) Put it somewhere safe to give to future family
   OR  d) something else?  

8) Did you or your teacher try to find out more about the ancient world or maps after the workshop?  

9) Was there anything from the activities that we did together, that you told your family or friends about?  

10) How many drawings and paintings did you do during the classes with us? Circle one or more
    a) 1  b) 2  c) 3  d) 4  e) 5 or more  f) and more at home  

11) What did you enjoy most about the postcards you made? Circle one or more
    a) being outside in the landscape to draw them  b) trying a different sort of drawing
    c) that lots of people have seen them  d) that they travelled hundreds of miles
    e) Other?  

12) How many colours of Blue are there? Circle one:
    a) 1  b) 5  c) 100  d) more than 1000  

13) How many different ways are there to sing the same note? Circle one
    a) 1  b) 5  c) 100  d) more than 1000  

14) From all the activities we did together what did you enjoy the most?
What do you think about the activities you did with Catrin and Elena?

School: Sea Vic Age: 11 Year Group: 6 Boy OR Girl

1) When you worked with us what kinds of maps did we make together? Circle as many as you think.
   a) Journey map   b) Story map   c) Maps of political borders   d) SAT NAV maps for directions
   Any other map?

2) What was the most exciting thing about the world map we drew together? (The name of the)

3) How many places and countries is your class connected to in the world? Circle one:
   a) 5   b) 10   c) 20   d) more than 30

4) If all the people of Swansea moved to live somewhere else would that new place be Swansea? Yes/No?

5) Did people 2000 years ago move around a lot? Circle one: Yes/No?

6) What was the most surprising thing you learned about archaeology or the ancient world 2000 years ago? (The question)

7) What will you do with the metal Tessera Hospitalis that you designed - when we give it back to you?
   a) Keep it yourself   b) Give it to a friend   c) Put it somewhere safe to give to future family
   OR  d) something else?

8) Did you or your teacher try to find out more about the ancient world or maps after the workshop? No:

9) Was there anything from the activities that we did together, that you told your family or friends about? No

10) How many drawings and paintings did you do during the classes with us? Circle one or more
    b) 2   c) 3   d) 4   e) 5 or more   f) and more at home

11) What did you enjoy most about the postcards you made? Circle one or more
    a) being outside in the landscape to draw them   b) trying a different sort of drawing
    c) that lots of people have seen them   d) that they travelled hundreds of miles
    e) Other?

12) How many colours of Blue are there? Circle one:
    a) 1   b) 5   c) 100   d) more than 1000

13) How many different ways are there to sing the same note? Circle one
    a) 1   b) 5   c) 100   d) more than 1000

14) From all the activities we did together what did you enjoy the most?
1) When you worked with us what kinds of maps did we make together? Circle as many as you think.
   a) journey map  b) story map  c) maps of political borders  d) SAT NAV maps for directions
   Any other map? ____________________________________________

2) What was the most exciting thing about the world map we drew together?

3) How many places and countries is your class connected to in the world? Circle one:
   a) 5    b) 10    c) 20    d) more than 30

4) If all the people of Swansea moved to live somewhere else would that new place be Swansea? Yes? No?

5) Did people 2000 years ago move around a lot? Circle one:  
   a) Yes  b) No

6) What was the most surprising thing you learned about archaeology or the ancient world 2000 years ago?
   ____________________________________________

7) What will you do with the metal Tessera Hospitals that you designed - when we give it back you?
   a) Keep it yourself  b) Give it to a friend  c) Put it somewhere safe to give to future family
   OR  d) something else?

8) Did you or your teacher try to find out more about the ancient world or maps after the workshop? Yes  No

9) Was there anything from the activities that we did together that you told your family or friends about?

10) How many drawings and paintings did you do during the classes with us? Circle one or more
    a) 1  b) 2  c) 3  d) 4  e) 5 or more  f) and more at home

11) What did you enjoy most about the postcards you made? Circle one or more
    a) being outside in the landscape to draw them  b) trying a different sort of drawing
    c) that lots of people have seen them  d) that they travelled hundreds of miles
    e) Other?

12) How many colours of Blue are there? Circle one:
    a) 1  b) 5  c) 100  d) more than 1000

13) How many different ways are there to sing the same note? Circle one
    a) 1  b) 5  c) 100  d) more than 1000

14) From all the activities we did together what did you enjoy the most?
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What do you think about the activities you did with Catrin and Elena?

School:  Age:  Year Group:  Boy  OR  Girl

1) When you worked with us what kinds of maps did we make together? Circle as many as you think.
   a) journey map  b) story map  c) maps of political borders  d) SAT NAV maps for directions
   Any other map?

2) What was the most exciting thing about the world map we drew together?

3) How many places and countries is your class connected to in the world? Circle one:
   a) 5  b) 10  c) 20  d) more than 30

4) If all the people of Swansea moved to live somewhere else would that new place be Swansea? Yes? No?

5) Did people 2000 years ago move around a lot? Circle one:  Yes  No

6) What was the most surprising thing you learned about archaeology or the ancient world 2000 years ago?

7) What will you do with the metal Tessera Hospitalis that you designed - when we give it back you?
   a) Keep it yourself  b) Give it to a friend  c) Put it somewhere safe to give to future family
   OR  d) something else?  

8) Did you or your teacher try to find out more about the ancient world or maps after the workshop?

9) Was there anything from the activities that we did together, that you told your family or friends about?

10) How many drawings and paintings did you do during the classes with us? Circle one or more
    a) 1  b) 2  c) 3  d) 4  e) 5 or more  f) and more at home

11) What did you enjoy most about the postcards you made? Circle one or more
    a) being outside in the landscape to draw them  b) trying a different sort of drawing
    c) that lots of people have seen them  d) that they travelled hundreds of miles
    e) Other?

12) How many colours of Blue are there? Circle one:
    a) 1  b) 5  c) 100  d) more than 1000

13) How many different ways are there to sing the same note? Circle one
    a) 1  b) 5  c) 100  d) more than 1000

14) From all the activities we did together what did you enjoy the most?